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Formally founded on June 16, 2005, The Northern Keelung Distric

Office, The North Coast Guard Bureau of the Coast Guard

Administration,  has successfully cracked down a Hualien-based fish-

ing vessel, SS Tsao Zhu, for concealing 32 mainland traffickers, thanks

to the accurate intelligence information coming from DA Chen Hui-

ling of the Keelung DA's Office and the Keelung mobile crackdown

squad, in a move to enforce Premier Hsieh's national law enforcement

concept, and upholding the administration head's United case effort

spirit by fully integrating the coastal and sea crackdown dynamics.

The Keelung mobile crackdown squad, joined by another 7 units

of the Keelung Coast Guard, Aoudi Coast Guard squad, 1st Coast Guard

head squad, 13th Coast Guard squad, 21st Coast Guard squad, Taipei

mobile crackdown squadand Keelung mobile crackdown squad, inte-

grating the shore and sea crackdown dynamics, joins hand with crack-

down units, including the district Coast Guard, Ilan mobile crackdown

squad, Taipei Municipal Police Administration Wenshan 2nd Precinct,

Coast Guard squads in Suao, Hualien to form a joint task force to carry

out the crackdown mission.  At 20:40 of that day (the 16th), the Aoudi

Coast Guard Squad's 35T frigate comes across a Hualien-based fishing
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A snapshot of the Hualien-based SS Tsao Zhu mooring the short, where Keelung
crackdown squad commander Chen Shan-yi (right) presides the scene to com-

mand and coordinate the Hualien-based SS Tsao Zhu mooring the portside.

A successful crackdown
of illegal mainland

traffickers by inte-
grated coastal and

sea inspection forces
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vessel, SS Tsao Zhu, manned by a Hualien native surnamed Lu at

N24.29 and E122.09, and requests to go onboard the vessel for

inspection.  Thereafter at 22:30 when a probable concealed com-

partment is found during the vessel inspection, the captain

has admitted to the illegal stowaway, netting a total of 32

mainland traffickers, comprising of 31 men and one

woman, whom are taken into custody and transported back

to the Coast Guard in Northern Keelung pending for further

investigation.

Head of the Coast Guard Bureau for the Northern district Yang

Li-chuan asserts that "The Keelung mobile crackdown squad has re-

cently received reliable tips indicating an individual surnamed Lu ac-

tive in the Hualien area is on the move to for illegal trafficking, and a

further investigation finds the tip-off to be true, and the case is referred

to D.A. Chen Hui-ling of the D.A.'s Office at the District Court of

Keelung, Taiwan to oversee the investigation.  On June 15, 2005, the

squad, joined by several agents from the Coast Guard district shore and

sea crackdown task force, begin to trail the suspect in a widespread

formation; at 3:40AM on the 16th, suspect Lu is found leaving Hualien

Dongti Fishing Port, and the squad soon coordinates relevant Coast

Guard frigates at sea to carry out joint sea-land surveillance.  At around

5:00PM of that night as the vessel returns to port upon picking up the

human cargo off the shore of Aoudi, and ready to beach up to Hualien

on her return voyage, the vessel is soon caught illegally transporting 32

mainland traffickers; the case has been referred to the D.A.'s Office at

the District Court of Keelung, Taiwan, on charges of breaching the Cross-

strait People's Relation Act, the National Security Act and others, pend-

ing further in-depth investigation.

The Northern Keelung Distric Office, The North Coast Guard Bu-

reau asserted that the ripple effect of the Sea Eradication campaign and

the mainland authorities' serious infiltration of the human trafficking

rings have gradually altered the state of mainland human trafficking

rings operate in brining in women to Taiwan for prostitution.  So far as

the proportion and number of 31 traffickers busted comprising of 31

men and one mainland woman, it has broken Coast Guard records for

the most number of male mainland traffickers aboard a single sampan

in five years, and a case involving the most number of traffickers in

more than two years.  Cracking down the case has also fully infiltrated

the chance for mainland mafia or illicit gang members from committing

crime in Taiwan, to which Premier Hsieh continues to rally his nation-

wide law enforcement pledge that the move has provided a positive

declaration and a permanent demonstrative yield.

(The author is currently with Northern district Coast Guard Bureau's

Keelung mobile crackdown squad)

Coast Guard associates uncover
traffickers hidden in concealed
chamber




